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outline

Using the famous personality you have been assigned, create a logo for them and implement 
their identity onto a letterhead, business card, and envelope design.

Include the following information:
 a) their full name (and their title for the business card)
 b) a business address (building number, street, city, state, zip, country?)
 c) phone, fax, email or web address details

considerations

The individuals you have been assigned were selected because of their rich history and diver-
sity ranging from celebrities, heroes, trendsetters, infamous villains. What made these people 
famous? Try to communicate as much as possible to describe all that your assigned personality 
represents in the logo and application items. Think about form and function of the documents.
Be sensitive to typeface choice and size and consistency when applying the copy.

deadlines

•  10.03.11 Mon Project Opening – Character Research & brainstorms

•  10.05.11 Wed Research and mind-map/brainstorms due. Good and Bad logo 
examples due! Work day

•  10.10.11 Mon Rough crit—sketches only (nothing digital)—10 variations. 
Discussions & work day

•  10.12.11 Wed Final logo solution due (digital). Intro and begin letterhead 
business card and envelope

•  10.17.11 Mon No Class: Fall Break

•  10.19.11 Wed 3 variations of letterhead business card and envelope designs. 
Discussion & work day

•  10.24.11 Mon Final Letterhead, Business Cards & Envelope hand in. No Class

aims

•  To visualize a concept effectively.
•  To combine image and type to communicate successfully as a single unit.
•  To utilize your logo consistently in multiple applications.
•  To produce an exhausting amount of ideas and meet deadlines.

assessments

Research, problem solving, creative ability, technical ability, professionalism and presentation.

project 2: alphabet letterheads
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alphabet of characters

25. Archimedes

13. Beethoven

3. Cappone

19. Darwin

11. Einstein 

15. Freud/ Ben Franklin

5. Ghandi / Galileo 

9. Houdini 

21. Icarus

01. Joan of Arc 

17. King Midas 

23. Lindbergh

07. Montezuma

6. Nostradamus/ Florence Nightingale

2. Onassis/ Othello/ Annie Oakley

12. Pavarotti/ Picasso

16. Quasimodo

22. Rasputin

20. Socrates/ Sacagawea

4. Tutankhamen

26. Uncle Remus

14. Verne / da Vinci

10. Warhol / H.G. Wells/ 

18. Xerxes / St Xavier

24. Yeats / Yeltzin / Yves st Laurent

8. Zeus


